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From: Erin Hubert 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 10:29 AM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: Smart Meter Bullying Tactics

Dec. 16, 2013 
 
 
British Columbia Utilities Commission 
  
RE:  BC Hydro's Meter (penalized) Choices Program 
  
Dear Madam Secretary and other Commission members. 
  
 I would like to comment on BC Hydro's unrelenting pressure that is being exerted on those of us who wish to 
opt out having a Smart Meter. 
  
I have now received six separate mail outs from Hydro informing me of my choices, the $35 fee if I decide to 
keep my analog meter and the fact that they will disconnect power to my home if I do not pay the $35 fee.   The 
most recent one arrived yesterday via Express post with a pre paid express post return envelope.  Incidentally 
the cost of this per household is approximately $20 ($10 for each way) and I object to our money being spent 
this way. Assuming that they may have sent out 10,000 of these, that amounts to $200,000!   Add that to the 
costs of the other unnecessary mail outs (60,000 x 4 unnecessary mail outs x $1.20 - includes return postage- 
 equals $288,000…. for a total of $488,000!!  (This would pay the costs of a lot of meter reading!!) 
  
I would request that you ask Hydro for an accounting of the costs of all these totally unnecessary mail-outs.   
 
 
 Is this one of the costs they have requested in their application to you for cost recovery in the opt out option? 
  
When I first informed Hydro about my NON-Smart Meter choice I sent a letter clearly outlining my choices! 
The continued letters, express post deliveries and PHONE CALLS, are nothing but corporate bullying tactics 
.... HARASSMENT. Stop the bleeding of public funds for these unethical behaviours.  
 
 
How come, when I move from one residence to the next, I only make ONE phone call to end service at one 
residence and 'hook up' at another? This has sufficed for  every move I have done for over 35 years. My 
decision was 'accepted' and my new address was billed immediately. Precedence! Yet, BC Hydro will continue 
to send letters and make phone calls on this Smart Meter sham AFTER they have received two letters of 
communication clearly outlining MY CHOICE? 
 
 
I would also like to bring to the attention if the Utilities Commission that our Pensioners are on FIXED 
incomes! These incomes will not increase and were calculated without consideration of Hydro increases, 
inflation increases, fuel increases, insurance increases nor the cost of nutritious food.... How are our pensioners 
going to absorb and cover these increasing costs on FIXED incomes? This demographic paid for the 
infrastructure that is now harassing them and increasing costs to an amount that is forcing our seniors to make 
choices between paying a hydro bill or eating, or needed medications.  
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As tax payers we pay for this increase not only in our homes, but also through public money (taxes) trying to 
insure education for our youth, Schools! Budgets have already been decided, where are these huge extra funds 
coming from? How many essential learning programs and opportunities are going to be unavailable, deleted, 
CUT, from our Public School programs to fund a corporate bully? 
 
 
Once again I am confused by the wording in the SIX letters and two phone calls I received from Hydro trying 
to strong arm me into the smart meter no choice scam. Has the Utilities Commission made a final decision on 
this matter?  
 
 
Why is BC HYDRO allowed to collect these funds and the INTEREST on the funds? Are customers going to 
get back these 'deposits' with interest?  
 
 
I urge the Utilities Commission to look closely at the Human impact of this "program". The costs on our youth, 
our seniors and the struggling work force... The lost middle income. The current trend in BC is we no longer 
have middle income families. The cost of living has sky rocketed and families should not have to make choices 
between receiving well rounded, knowledgeable education OR a Smart Meter program.  
 
 
Please make a favourable decision that supports the hard working people of the Province of BC; no Smart 
Meter Program that allows EXTRA costs for using a service (analogue meter) that has worked for 30 years +.  
 
 
Thank You for your consideration and in-depth analysis on the impact of the Utilities Commissions decision on 
this matter.  
 
 
Erin Hubert 

 
 
 
 
Please Delete my email address before Forwarding this email.  
Much Appreciated! 
Sssshanks 




